Abstract-This paper presents preliminary results obtained with devices fabricated with the new PiezoMUMPS process. Since these devices will be used as resonators in applications based on Pulsed Digital Oscillators, we analyze, both with simulations and measurements, the mechanical vibration modes that can be excited and detected. We also introduce a specific version of PDO for piezoelectric MEMS.
. This process has been introduced to the market in autumn 2013 by MEMSCAP Inc. as a response to the increasing research and commercial interest in piezoelectric MEMS devices. Using the well-known SOIMUMPS TM process as the baseline, this new standard technology offers a reliable, low cost and low temperature process that allows deposition and patterning of a 0.5 μm Aluminum Nitride (AlN) active piezoelectric layer on top surface of a Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI) layer.
In our case, this technology was used to design, fabricate and test a number of structures that are intended for future use in several different research purposes, including resonators for sensing applications based on Pulsed Digital Oscillators (PDO) [2] [3] [4] and low-cost power efficient resonant sensors and devices for energy harvesting [5, 6] . Since the expected uses of these devices are mainly in oscillation-based applications, in this paper we focus on the analysis and comparison of the expected mechanical vibration modes and those excited and observed experimentally. Finally, we introduce and validate through simulations a method to use these piezoelectric devices in PDO-based applications.
II. DEVICE FABRICATION
The PiezoMUMPS process [7] starts with a SOI wafer, which consists of a stack of, from bottom to top, handle wafer (400 μm), buried oxide (1 μm) and SOI device layer (10 μm). Using a photolithography step on each side of the wafer, the SOI-device and handle wafer layers can be patterned and etched down to the buried oxide. Two metals layers, one for bond pads and another one for piezoelectric layer contacts, and an isolation oxide layer are also included in the process. The minimum feature size is 2 μm. Let us also remark that this process allows fabrication of devices with full-thickness (400 μm) suspended structures. The set of devices designed includes rectangular, triangular and trapezoidal cantilevers, cantilevers with suspended (fullthickness) proof masses, bridges and membranes, all of them with various sizes and piezoelectric layer shapes. A microscope photograph of a die with the complete set of devices designed is shown in Figure 1 . As an example, Figure 2 shows a closeview of three rectangular cantilevers of 100 μm wide x 1200 μm long x 10 μm thick with proof masses (100 μm wide x 500 μm long x 400 μm thick) at the tip ends. The AlN piezo layer is deposited on top of the whole area of the two outer cantilevers, and as two inter-digitized areas for the one in the middle. SOIhole and Trench features are used to electrically isolate neighboring devices.
III. DEVICE DESIGN AND SIMULATION RESULTS
The aim of the devices designed and analyzed in this study is to work with a new version of PDO for piezoelectric MEMS. PDOs are a family of relatively simple circuits that allow a micro-resonator to maintain self-sustained oscillations. PDO topologies have been demonstrated for thermoelectric and electrostatic MEMS resonators.
Among others, a key feature of the PDO-based structures is their ability to selectively excite different mechanical vibration modes of the MEMS resonator. This is easily done in practice through real-time reconfiguration of the digital loop parameters of the circuit [3, 4] . According to this, the devices were designed and experimentally validated to ensure that different vibration modes can be actuated.
In addition to standard clamped-free rectangular cantilevers (labeled as CAx, CBx, and CCx), we have also designed a set of triangular (Tx) and trapezoidal (Zx) cantilevers. This design selection has been motivated by the fact that such shapes have a more uniform strain distribution along the cantilever length, therefore providing a more uniform piezoelectric coupling [8] [9] [10] . It is also worth mentioning that trapezoid and triangular cantilevers are characterized by vibration eigen modes whose frequencies are evenly spaced. This facilitates the actuation and detection of each mode. In addition, other resonating structures including circular membranes, clamped-clamped rectangular beams and cantilevers with proof-mass (CMx) have designed and tested.
The physical design and simulations have been carried out using both COMSOL and Coventor finite-element method (FEM) based software packages. Such simulations included stationary mechanical eigen modes, deformation gradient simulations and time-dependent (non-stationary) analysis of the response of the device to harmonic actuation. An example of these simulations is shown in Figure 3 , where the deformation profiles of the first four mechanical vibration modes for rectangular, triangular and trapezoid cantilevers obtained from FEM analysis are plotted. FEM simulation results showing the deformation profiles of the first four vibration modes of devices CC5 (rectangular cantilever; 100 μm wide, 1200 μm long, no proof mass), ZC (trapezoidal cantilever; 200 to 100 μm wide, 600 μm long) and TC (triangular cantilever; 400 μm wide, 800 μm long). The corresponding frequency values are listed in Table 1 .
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A first test was performed in order to check that electrical isolations between different devices and between different active layers worked fairly. Next and according to their abovementioned use as resonators, we used a probe station and an Agilent precision impedance analyzer to extensively check the mechanical vibration frequencies of the devices. All these measurements were made at low pressure (around 10 mbar) and room conditions of temperature and humidity.
Fair oscillation waveforms and quality factors of around 1000 have been obtained for many devices. As an example, Figure 4 shows the experimental plots of module and phase around the first three resonant frequencies detected in the rectangular cantilever CC5. Table 1 . Table 1 compares the frequency values, obtained both from FEM simulations (FEM-Sims. row) and from impedance measurements (Exp.-Z row) of the first four vibration modes for devices of various shapes. Note that there is a fair match between the expected values and the ones measured. It is seen in Table 1 that not all modes predicted by the simulations have been found in the experiments. Such modes are marked with "X". Based on the analysis of simulated data and experimental results, we conclude that all vibration modes can be divided into three categories: out-of-plane bending type (modes 1, 2 and 4 of the rectangular cantilever and modes 1, 2 and 4 of the trapezoid / triangular cantilevers from Figure 3 ), in-plane bending type (mode 3 of the rectangular cantilever) and rotation/torque modes (mode 3 of the trapezoid / triangular cantilevers). Since these devices operate in 31-mode then the applied voltage creates mechanical strain in the out-of-plane direction. It is easier to actuate the first type of vibration mode related to out-of-plane deflections.
In general, the piezoelectric coupling and deformation gradient of rotation modes are lesser than those of out-of-plane bending modes, and as a result, not all rotation modes have been excited nor observed in the experiments. Finally, note that it is impossible to actuate in-plane bending mode (for instance mode 4 of the rectangular cantilever of Figure 5 ), since there is no transfer of displacement in the in-plane direction. Figure 5 shows an example of a rectangular cantilever (CC1 device, 100 μm x400 μm) whose first four modes represent the eigen mode types described above. A second set of experiments, using a Polytech vibrometer equipment, was performed in order to analyze the real vibration modes of the devices. These measurements were performed at room conditions of pressure, temperature and humidity. Furthermore, the above reasoning about what vibration modes can be actuated / observed in the devices has been fully confirmed in the vibrometer experiments. As an example, Figure 6 shows the first three modes that can be observed in the same device as in Figure 5 . According to expectations, all of them are out of plane (XZ) modes. Note that modes 1 and 2 in Figure 6 correspond to simulated modes 1 and 2 in Figure 5 , whereas modes 3 and 4 of Figure 5 could not be detected in the experiments. Finally, mode 3 in Figure 6 corresponds to simulated mode 5 (not included in Figure 5 ).
V. PDO FOR PIEZO-MEMS
In this section we introduce a modification of the PDO in order to use such structure with piezoelectric MEMS devices. The generic PDO topology is depicted in Figure 7 . It consists of a MEMS resonator, a 1-bit quantizer that implements a sign function and a digital feedback filter, which, in its simplest version includes L+1 delays at the sampling rate T S . The position of the MEMS resonator, x, is evaluated at each sampling time t=nT S , and, depending on the sign of such position, short pulses of force of amplitudes ±F are applied to the resonator. These circuits allow changes in the oscillation frequency of the resonator to be monitored simply by processing the binary sequence generated at the output of the sign detector [3] [4] [5] . A simplified model of the structure of a piezoelectric MEMS cantilever is depicted in Figure 8(a) . The device is actuated by applying a voltage to the piezoelectric layer deposited on top surface of the cantilever. The vertical displacement of the cantilever can be described by the following ordinary differential equation:
where m is the effective mass of the resonator, b is the viscous damping coefficient, k is the effective spring coefficient and F is the actuation force. The actuation force F is related to the applied voltage V through a linear expression F=nV where n is i a constant defined by the geometry and the piezoelectric material.
Knowing that the linearized current as movement of the cantilever is: 
Therefore, in order to obtain a PDO syst (4), the resonator current, i, must be the samp one must actuate the resonator with such a V(t) that its time derivative dV/dt (i.e. the app be a train of delta pulses of the form ∑ ( 
The derivative of such a waveform will r delta-function pulses, as seen in the example O for piezoelectric checked through Figure 10 shows the PDO tr a MEMS resonator with a qual measured devices have simil system considered in this sim sampling frequency f S =15 kHz provided by a 3-bit DAC (dig that the behavior is as expected oscillation regime, which, as it Figure 10 shown in Figure  oscillation frequency obtained kHz, a value closer to the first m On the other hand, the dig obtained from the PDO bit-stre the PDO theory [3, 4] and tak example, the structure is workin such digital frequency correspo f OSC =(2+f D )f S =33.483 kHz. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
A set of piezoelectric MEMS devices has been fabricated with the new PiezoMUMPS process. Most of these devices are intended for use as resonators in PDO-based applications, were the ability to excite different mechanical modes of the device is a key feature. To this effect, we analyzed and compared the expected mechanical vibration modes, obtained from FEM simulations, with the ones that could be excited and observed from both impedance and vibrometer-based measurements. Finally, we introduced, and validated through discrete-time simulations, a version of the PDO architecture that can be used with piezoelectric MEMS devices.
